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 THE CONNOISSEUR.

 Vol. I. WINTER, 1886-7. No. 2.

 THE COURT-BALLS OF MARIE ANTOINETTE.
 (From unpublished documents.)

 N/^W^f IT was during the winter
 ^illif^ ?^ I775? ^e ^ate of t>eau
 r\8/r^ *^ costumes> tnat Marie
 Iv^M^fy Antoinette,returningfrom
 her coronation, commenced her reign
 of fetes and elegance. Since 1770,
 magnificence in dress had been carried
 to an extreme previously unknown, and
 a new and altogether French taste was
 adopted in wearing it. Even the deco
 rations at Versailles were renewed, in
 order to give a fitting frame to court
 pleasures. Judging cursorily, or from
 paragraphs taken from the Mercure,
 this extreme luxury might be considered
 the natural result of the mode of life at

 that date, but in order to form a correct
 idea of the small world of artists
 charged with the details of this court
 ostentation, recourse must be had to
 the archives of the household expendi
 tures of the king. A whole colony of
 decorators and costumers lived at Ver

 sailles, under the direct control of the
 First Gentlemen of the Chamber, and
 thence emanated from the time of Louis

 XIV., French fashions and the laws
 relating to official rejoicings. The
 fashion at Versailles became the fashion

 of the city,, in the provinces, and at all
 the courts of Europe, while the fame
 of the modest designers and painters,
 whose whole lives were devoted to the

 most exquisite inventions which fashion
 could devise, did not extend beyond
 the narrow circle in which they lived.
 It is doubtful if the cotemporaries of
 Louis.XV., even at the height of his
 fetes, knew anything of the workshops
 of these skillful artists, stowed away in
 the lofts of buildings devoted to prep
 arations for court amusements, or in
 the shops for the manufacture of cos
 tumes for the royal ballet. Notwith
 standing this fact, was not the brilliant
 grace of that period largely due to this
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 2 THE CONNOISSEUR.

 working academy of costumers and
 decorators ?

 Let us try to get a glimpse of this
 little world, or at least of a few of the

 "ceres" costume, painted in garlands, sheaves,
 and barbs of wheat and corn-flowers.

 (from the bocquet collection.)

 principal people who composed it. The
 balls of Marie Antoinette called forth
 their most exquisite efforts; it will then
 be proper to speak of these artists under
 the title of their highest success.

 Papillon de la Ferte was steward of
 the household from 1760, and had the
 entire management of court rejoicings.
 He was a master organizer, active as
 Beaumarchais, imaginative as Servan
 doni! He did a little of everything,
 being director of the Comedie-Fran
 caise, the Comedie-Italienne, of the
 Opera, chief manager of theatricals at
 Versailles, Fontainebleau, Compiegne,
 Choisy, and Marly; author of "Lives
 of the Painters "; an engraver (and a
 very skillful one) on rainy days, an
 amateur on days of sale, a collector

 on exposition days, and art-collector for
 the Prince, Casanova, Robert, Lalle
 mand, Olivier, Juliart, and the Chev
 alier de l'Espinasse! He gave his whole
 soul, during his thirty years' occupancy
 of this position, to acquiring art as an
 education, to better fit him for its duties.

 From the start he engaged in researches
 in the Gazette de France and the

 Mercure, noting and transcribing all
 accounts of court rejoicings and cere
 monials from 1605, in order to glean
 from them new ideas to transmit to the

 artists occupied with catering to the
 king's amusement. In this way he
 learned the names and work of his
 predecessors, Guillemot, Philippe Le
 begue, Pierre Olivier, Delauney, Le
 febvre and Gilles Boileau, Duche and
 Pierre Soubeyran, his treasurer, Danet
 and Villegenou, Ferrand de Saint Disant,
 renowned at the coronation of Louis
 XV., Lenoir de Ceindre, Blondel de
 Gagny, de Bonneval, and de Curis.
 These were so many master-workers,
 suggesting the names of other artists,
 Vigarany, Torelli, de Gissey, Berain,
 Meissonier, Perrot, the four Slodtz
 brothers, all bright minds, always
 ready for the impromptu work of fetes.
 Fortified with this erudition, M. de la
 Ferte felt himself capable of conducting
 grand festivals. The period was par
 ticularly suited to the gratification of
 his taste in this line, being the date of
 the marriage of the grandsons of Louis
 XV. At the carnival of 1763, success
 attended his first effort, known as the

 "Bal du May," so well engraved by
 Martinet. Twelve years later, to the
 very month, after the marriage of the
 Dauphin, the Comte de Provence, and
 the Comte d'Artois ? that is to say,
 immediately after the famous scene at
 Versailles, in which Papillon almost
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 THE COURT-BALLS OF MARIE ANTOINETTE. 3
 surpassed the "Pleasures of an En
 chanted Island/'of 1664,?other ballets
 even more indicative of his creative

 genius appeared. These were to in
 augurate the reign of Marie Antoinette
 in a manner worthy of her, and as
 Papillon had a decided prejudice in
 favor of the ballet in celebration, he
 called in the assistance of Gardel and
 Noverre. Their minuet steps, qua
 drille figures, costumes, and ornaments
 were adopted. With these two dancing
 masters, Papillon had his hands full, as
 nothing was considered too magnificent
 to enhance the beauty of their ballets.
 Nevertheless, he succeeded beyond ex
 pectation, and we find the following
 account in his journal:

 "Every Monday in January and February of
 1775, a ball was as regular an occurrence at the

 Queen's palace as at the theater or the Hall of
 Hercules ; the household had charge of all ar
 rangements and decorations, and every one was
 pleased."

 Challe was drawing assistant to M.
 de la Ferte and Designer of the King's
 Closet. One morning Challe left his
 studio, where he was engaged in his
 torical painting, to succeed Michel-Ange
 Slodtz. His work as professor of per
 spective at the Royal Academy pre- ,
 pared him for that of his new position,
 which consisted of preparing models
 for theatrical decoration, designing fire
 works, planning funeral and joyful eel- j
 ebrations ; in fact, all inventive work, \
 attendant upon celebrations of every i.
 description. There had been strife
 among the academicians, and M. de
 Marigny had been asked to class the
 candidates according to his preference
 He presented the names of three:
 Machy, Wailly, and Challe. Machy
 felt no rancor on account of his failure

 to secure the. position, and during the

 months when there was less demand
 for his architectural painting, became
 theatrical decorator, subject to the or
 ders of Challe. Thus he was to be
 seen at the time of the marriage cele
 bration in 1770, near Canot, Sarrazin,
 Subrant, and the two Baudons, touch
 ing up the decorative frame-work which
 had just passed from the hands of Ga
 briel. Catherine II., in order to com
 pensate Wailly for his failure, where
 Challe had succeeded, called him to
 Russia to order the festivities at her

 coronation, and retained him during a ,
 long period with the title of First Archi

 MARIE ANTOINETTE. (FROM THE BOCQUET COLLECTION.)

 tect to the Empress. Papillon did not
 at first accept the chosen one of the
 three with very good grace. In fact, it
 was not so easy to accept the inheritor
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 4 THE CONNOISSEUR.

 of the position hitherto held by the
 Slodtz family, after the marvelous
 scenes of the four brothers. Michel
 Ange Slodtz had died while upon one
 of his greater works, "Psyche in the
 Palace of Venus," and this recent mem
 ory rendered the very finest debut of
 another a critical matter. Everything
 happened according to anticipation;
 Challe's first attempt was a disappoint
 ment, and this was upon his work for
 the representation of the "Siege of
 Calais." To the honor of the Academy
 be it spoken, this failure was quickly
 retrieved. At the day school, the mas
 ter of perspective made architectural
 rules secondary to the exigencies

 which arose in applying them, and his
 fanciful architectural designs immedi
 ately became the rage. His preference

 ISMENE DAUBERVAL?1773.
 (FROM THE BOCQUET COLLECTION.)

 was for projecting the whole matter,
 leaving the details to Bocquet.

 The Bocquets constituted quite an
 extensive family, as there were at least
 five generations of them. The diffi

 culty is to discriminate between them
 in the record of the Household, as the
 clerks were not careful in giving the
 surnames of this talented family.

 In 1730 there was a father, also a son
 of the name of Bocquet; in 1760 a
 father and son ; in 1780 a third father
 and son. Thus the profession was
 handed from father to son, like an es
 tate with all the receipts and matters
 pertaining to it. They were the chief
 designers of court costumes and were
 housed and salaried in a far superior
 manner to the designer assigned to the
 King's Closet. Their extra emolument
 would have militated against them with
 Slodtz and Challe, and they would not
 have remained a century at court had
 they not been possessors of a family
 secret. Since the time of Bonnart and

 Meissonier, they alone had been the
 artists of ceremonial and theatrical cos

 tumes, without counting their other
 employments. The father of the Boc
 quet family had commenced as a deco
 rator at the time that Perrot worked

 under Meissonier ; then, step by step,
 his sons had become painters of theat
 rical costumes. This was the natural

 apprenticeship of costume designers.
 The art of painting on clothing was
 handed down at the time of the Re
 gency by Berain, Plet, and Geoffroy;
 the Bocquets quickly invented improved
 methods, and from 1740 to 1760 this
 work became the specialty of their
 family. Their bills for work, given in
 detail in the register of the Household,
 show the nature of their employment.

 ACCOUNT OF COSTUME PAINTING BY S.
 BOCQUET.

 Pomona Dress ? To painting the
 skirt, two different draperies,
 waist and sleeves in fruit and
 flowers in natural colors ... . 84 livres.*

 * The livre was a trifle less than the franc.
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 THE COURT-BALLS OF MARIE ANTOINETTE. 5
 Ceres Dress ? To painting the skirt

 in garlands, sheaves and barbs of
 wheat, and different corn-flowers 30 livres.

 Diana Robe ? To painting the skirt
 in oak branches and forest leaves 20 livres.

 Bacchus Costume ? Painted in in
 tertwining grape-vines and grapes 24 livres.

 Costume representing "The Earth "
 ? Painted in flowers, fruits, and
 horns of plenty.24 livres.

 Costume representing " The Air"?
 To gilding and painting separate
 parts of the skirt to represent
 peacock's and other feathers ad
 hering to ornaments .... 36 livres.

 Dress representing "Water"?To
 silvering and painting all sorts of
 shells and reeds on the skirt, so
 as to form a double garland be
 tween the parts of striped gauze,
 also a border of pond lily leaves 96 livres.

 Costume representing " Fire "? To
 painting eight white taffeta
 flounces forming the skirt in
 flame color 78 livres.

 All the elements, all the seasons, the
 ages, the months, nymphs, rivers,
 dreams, all the triumphs of Love, all
 the fairies, all the mythological masks,
 were painted by the Bocquets. It was
 actual painting in glazed colors on a
 gold ground, this ornamentation of
 allegorical skirts, into which work all
 imaginable conceits were introduced.

 Ambition stepping in, the employment
 no longer seemed acceptable without
 certain special conditions. Being sec
 ondary to the Slodtzs and Challe had
 become oppressive to the Bocquet race,
 and they demanded of the First Gentle
 men of the Chamber exclusive charge
 of theatrical and court costumes. This

 made a revolution in the palace. Once
 endowed with the title of Designers of
 Costumes, the family could give rein
 to the most coquettish caprices of imag
 ination, without fearing that it would
 redound to the credit of the designer of

 the King's Closet, for henceforth all
 supervision of the first artist of the
 Household was to be purely nominal
 and within view and knowledge of the
 whole world.

 THE COUNTESS DUGAZON.

 (FROM THE BOCQUET COLLECTION.)

 On the other hand, Challe did not re
 sent this attack on his authority, so
 marvelously suited to the requirements
 of taste did the delicate decorative tal

 ents of the Bocquets seem to him. In
 truth, a painter devoted almost exclu
 sively to historical subjects would
 never have conceived the infinite vari

 ety of costumes to be seen under the
 signature of the Bocquets. From the
 time of Daniel Rabel and the ballets of

 Henry IV. a style of theatrical dress was
 in vogue of such fanciful picturesque
 ness that an anachronism was scarcely
 a fault. Everything was permitted, and
 the learned Dandre-Bardon was over
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 6 THE CONNOISSEUR.

 come with chagrin by seeing that his
 books on the costumes of the ancients

 were so ill observed by the artists of
 the Household. Gods and heroes were
 the most maltreated of all; it will never
 be known how Vigarany, Berain, and
 the Slodtz brothers clothed the limbs

 of Jupiter. The Bocquets were too
 thoroughly imbued with old traditions
 to change, in any respect, the customs
 at the old Olympic Theater; and Sophie
 Arnould, in the role of Andromeda, con

 tinued to wear a wig with large curls.
 Their inventive genius was exercised
 only in the matter of fancy dresses,
 character dresses for the dancers who

 appeared before the king, and cos
 tumes for the mask balls of Marie
 Antoinette. Even at the marriages
 celebrated in 174^ and 1747, there
 was nothing comparable in elegance
 and variety to their designs of 1775.
 The Queen's appreciation of artistic
 work encouraged and rewarded each
 new effort.

 '' The fancy dress balls given by the
 Queen," writes Papillon, "were ex
 tremely magnificent during the whole
 of January; the Bocquets were quite
 exhausted, for the Queen was always
 inventing new quadrille figures and
 ordering costumes for them when least
 expected. The Bocquets were required
 to be equal to the occasion, and all the
 costumes would have been superb if
 Mile. Bertin had invariably followed the
 designs of the Messrs. Bocquet." Not
 withstanding the obstinacy of Bertin
 (the predecessor of Mine. Eloffe), Marie
 Antoinette seemed satisfied, as in Octo
 ber, 1775, "she ordered that the ballets
 which she had danced at the last carni

 val should be presented at Fontaine
 bleau, by the regular opera troupe, with
 the self-same costumes."

 But even good costumers like the
 Bocquets, Martin, or Bellanger were not
 considered all-sufficient to the success

 of these court balls. The Queen placed
 great stress on the general effect at her
 fancy balls, and decorations were em
 ployed even on the arched ceilings.
 Sometimes the hall of the small theater,
 sometimes the Hall of Hercules, some
 times the Trianon was designated as the
 scene of festivity ; then it was the duty

 CHARACTER IN THE ROYAL BALLET "PLEASURES IN
 CANENTE," 1765.

 (FROM THE BOCQUET COLLECTION.)

 of the decorative painters of the House
 hold to paint the panels in water colors
 and make all necessary embellishments,
 for even under the arches of Lebrun

 and Lemoyne they were required to
 give evidence everywhere of prepa
 rations made with special reference to
 the fete. Sometimes there was occa
 sion for real decorative work, notably
 when the Queen decided to give a ball
 in a part of the palace ill adapted to the
 purpose, but where the dimensions
 were small and better . suited to
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 THE COURT-BALLS OF MARIE ANTOINETTE. 7

 friendly intercourse. In " Household
 Expenditures" for 1780 is the item:

 " Paid to M. Mazieres the sum of 4000 livres for

 paintings and decorations for the Queen's balls,
 viz.: the construction, in the antechamber of the
 Queen, of a ball-room of the Ionic order, com
 posed of twenty pilasters with bases and capitals,
 paintings, statuary, and architectural ornamenta
 tion ; painting six frieze panels in colors in a
 recess; painting in the large niche a group of fig
 ures representing white marble; painting on the
 capitals as well as on the other decorated parts,
 one hundred and twenty feet of colored flowers."

 Mazieres and his florid style became
 known at the coronation of Louis XVI.

 by numerous paintings ordered for the
 cathedral at Rheims ; he was also em
 ployed as a tasteful decorator of the
 interior on fete occasions at the palace.
 He had as assistant M. Sageret, theat

 rical painter and painter of gondolas at
 Versailles, who made his mark at the
 marriage of Mme. Clothilde by his deco
 ration of the'' Connetable de Bourbon "

 and the opera of " Medea and Jason."
 Between these two; the preparatory
 work had to be improvised to suit the
 taste of Marie Antoinette; and if sculpt
 ure in relief or in blacfcand white was

 needed to supplement the painted orna
 mentation, they called to their aid Boc
 ciardi, the hunchback of the Household.

 In 1778, after the death of Challe, the
 office of special designer to the King be
 came, as at the decease of M. A. Slodtz, a

 competitive affair, participated in by sev
 eral artists in favor at court. There were

 five artists equally well patronized by
 the Gentlemen of the Chamber: Mo
 reau, presented byMarechal de Duras ;
 the architect Paris, whose claims were
 advanced by the Due d'Aumont; the
 historical painter Durameau, protege
 of M. d'Angevilliers; Hubert Robert
 and the eternal Machy, both creatures
 of the Ducde Villequiers. In the desire

 to please every one, and render as'mah^
 happy as possible, the Gentlemen of the
 Chamber conceived the idea of dividing
 the place into three ; so they nominated
 Paris as designer; Durameau as painter,
 and Moreau as engraver to the King.

 Of the three men elected, Moreau
 was the only one who knew anything
 of the details of his office, at least
 in the opinion of the public, to whom
 he gave evidence of his merits in his
 great works, drawn or engraved, in
 1770 and 1775, at the rejoicings on the
 occasion of the marriage and the coro
 nation of Louis XVI. He had reason,
 more than once, to feel aggrieved at
 this manner of dividing his office, as his
 title to the whole rested on ten years
 of service in the Household. It is true

 that during these ten years he had not
 once taken up his pencil to do work for
 the court balls, solely on account of the
 jealousy of the Bocquets.

 In some respects this combination
 against Moreau was of value to him, as
 he preserved, in a more official manner,
 his employment as fete engraver to
 Louis XVI., and this without diverting
 his art from its ordinary channels, and
 expending his energy on all varieties of
 work under supervision of Papillon.
 The manner in which Moreau is most

 notably identified with the balls of Marie
 Antoinette is, happily for us, by his work
 as engraver. A single plate sufficed to
 him to portray the most dainty of court
 amusements; his "Mask Ball at the
 Hotel de Ville in 1782" is perhaps not,
 properly speaking, a court rejoicing, but
 a very excellent idea is to be gleaned from
 it of the assemblies at the private fetes
 at Versailles, which gave the tone to
 the whole of elegant Europe.

 Henri de Chennevieres.
 Translated by Fannie M. Atwell.
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